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    When it comes to reading body language and

behavioral analysis few experts are close to being on

the level of Beau Cisco, a leading mind in the area

who has been training law-enforcement, security,

human resources and intelligence officers since

2009 at the highest level. Building off these

successes, Cisco recently announced he is taking his

instruction to the next-level and bringing his

message to a wider audience than ever with the

release of his new book “Stay Ready”. “Stay Ready”

takes body language study to a whole new tier,

breaking down what messages it sends, along with

reading mindsets, communication styles, and other

secrets seldom, if ever, revealed.

“Awareness is a choice, it is up to you to make that

choice and allow the natural functions of your brain

to focus in that direction,” commented the clearly

passionate Cisco. “My new book can help.”

      In addition to helping readers learn to read body

language in a way that can make potentially life

changing decisions for the better, “Stay Ready” also

helps readers learn the ins and outs of reading

neighborhoods, areas, and other environmental

factors in a way that’s extremely valuable. When

both factors are combined the new book delivers on

its promise to help readers become and stay ready

even in very bad circumstances.

     Cisco also offers special classes expertly designed

to boost Behavioral Awareness for Personal

Protection or Protecting Others; Tactical

Communications; Deception Detection; Body

Language, and much more. These  classes are

available for both private individuals and for law

enforcement and security professionals.

 

 

Body language certainly reveals many things

about what a

person is likely thinking or planning to do.

Beau Cisco takes this research far beyond the

basics to a whole new level in his information

packed and very actionable new book.
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“Online events are also held on a very regular basis

with a long list of topics. The courses are generally

held on Zoom, making live interaction convenient

boosting the learning value of what Cisco offers.

 All of his work has received nothing but the highest

reviews consistently.

  Chris S., recently said in a five-star review, “Beau

Cisco changed the whole way I think about being

aware of the situations I am in and making sure

myself and my family are safe and secure.   I can’t

wait to read his new book! His work is fully

recommended.”

 

For more information be sure to visit

https://behavioralanalysistraining.com.

 

 

Available on Amazon!


